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Knitting has no profundity. Do you remember that line from “The Knitting Pilgrim,” Kirk 

Dunn’s engaging one-man show? I thought of those words while reading The Fabric of 

Civilization, how the same dismissive sentiment is so often applied to textiles. Cloth? Who 

cares? Why dignify it with attention? In this book, Virginia Postrel explains why.  

Postrel maintains that the story of textiles is a human story, not a male or female story nor 

one that can be attributed to a single people. ”Human beings share the same need for protection, 

the drive for status, and the pleasures of adornment,” Postrel writes. “We are toolmaking, 

problem-solving animals and social, sensory creatures. Cloth embodies all these characteristics.” 

The Fabric of Civilization hooked me at page one, and I predict that every Guild 

member— knitter, spinner, weaver, dyer, producer, retailer, or buyer—will enjoy the book. 

Postrel begins with reference to Sir Arthur Evans, the archeologist who unearthed the palace 

complex at Knossos on Crete. I have visited Knossos twice, bringing back a statue of her snake 



goddess and a reproduction from her Minoan frescoes. But I had no idea that Knossos was a 

“textile superpower.” More than half of her clay records concern textiles. They track textile 

crops, the birth of lambs, targets for wool yields, the allocation of wool to workers, and cloth 

distribution and storage.  

How did Evans miss the significance of wool at Knossos? Postrel explains that Evans 

saw a castle when he examined a hieroglyph in one orientation. If the same hieroglyph were to 

be rotated 180°, he might have seen a fringed piece of cloth.  

Reading Postrel’s book, one understands that textiles were more important to human 

civilization than weapons and war. And here civilization does not mean European history. 

Postrel’s research and examples span the globe, and she intends the word “civilization” to mean 

the many things that stand between us as vulnerable human beings and the natural threats that we 

face. Civilization is the evolved accumulation of protection in the form of tools, arts, laws—even 

banking and trade—and more. 

The Fabric of Civilization touches on all aspects of textile production: fiber growing and 

collecting, spinning, weaving, dying, trading, and consuming. There is enlightenment on almost 

every page. Who knew that the spindle was the first wheel, albeit not a weight-bearing one? The 

breadth and depth of Postrel’s research is obvious and impressive. Among other things, she did 

hands-on, empirical research such as attending a drop spindle workshop in Peru and learning 

how to weave. 

As readers might expect, Postrel explores fibers in detail, both natural ones—wool, 

cotton, silk, flax—and man-made ones. What readers might not expect, however, that “natural” 

does not mean “unadulterated.” It does not exclude technological advances such a selective 



breeding of plants and animals, or the sharing of empirical knowledge between cultures. Postrel 

also points out—and this too may surprise readers—that traditional techniques can be wasteful 

(of water) and polluting, in some cases more so than state of the art industrial factories. The 

retting of flax, for instance, and the dying of yarn with plant, animal, or marine extracts can stink 

of vomit, urine, or feces. A textile dyed with murex still smells rank two years after an 

archeologist dyed it, despite the textile having been laundered with Tide. 

There is so much learning in this book that I could not possibly anticipate what will catch 

any one reader’s attention. Nor would I want to spoil the discovery process for others. Suffice to 

say, there is something for everyone interested in fibers and textiles. There are even passages on 

the mathematics of weaving and the development of bills of exchange.  

The Fabric of Civilization was not written by a textile expert. Postrel is a journalist and 

independent scholar, motivated by curiosity and awe. “My textile exploration originated in 

wonder. As I heard from scholars, scientists and business people—at first coincidentally and 

later as I began researching the subject—I was repeatedly struck by what a fundamental 

technology textiles represent, what world-shaking consequences they’ve had, and how 

remarkable much of their history is.”  

The resulting book conveys the author’s continuing sense of amazement, admiration, and 

deep respect for all aspects of textiles. Her attitude is contagious. As a Guild member, no matter 

what your relationship to yarn, I guarantee that you will never feel the same about it when you 

handle your next skein. 


